
Democracy Dies in Darkness

Someone keeps leaving toys and birthday cards at a 7-
year-old’s grave in a historic Black cemetery. No one
knows who.
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Lindsey Brittain Collins discovered Nannie in the same way most people do: unintentionally.

Collins knew nothing of the girl on the day she decided to visit two adjoining historic Black cemeteries in Georgetown

in 2016. She had been drawn to the tucked-away graveyards after learning that a small brick structure on the grounds

may have served as a stop on the Underground Railroad.

The day she walked through the area, she passed overgrown weeds, broken grave markers and people using the space

as a dog run.

Then, she noticed the dolls.

She saw several antique figures and other toys sitting in front of a headstone that offered just enough information to

show that those gifts were for a girl who lived long ago and not long enough. The marker read “Nannie,” and it held two

dates that indicated she died at the age of 7, just days before her birthday.

Born May 26, 1848

Died May 18, 1856

Collins also noticed something else on the ground: a laminated birthday card addressed to Nannie.

“I thought it was beautiful,” she says. She recalls thinking: “Who is it that has this connection to this young girl who

died so long ago?”

An energy that Collins felt standing in that spot and the questions that remained with her after she walked away

compelled her to return months later. She arrived not long after Nannie’s birthday and found a new doll and card. She

knew then, she says, that the person who had left those earlier items was still around, thinking of Nannie.

“I continued to go back and visit over the years,” Collins says. She recalls seeing toys grow weathered. A doll that wore

a tan dress one year lay in threads another year. But one thing remained consistent, she says. “Every year, after her

birthday, without fail, there was a new doll and laminated birthday card.”

The grave marker of Edgar Allan Poe was known to draw a mysterious visitor each year on the writer’s birthday. In the

darkness of night, a masked person would leave a bottle of cognac and three red roses.

A similar mystery has intrigued those who know about Nannie’s headstone
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A similar mystery has intrigued those who know about Nannie s headstone.

Who leaves those cards and toys? they have wondered. Is it one person, or is it many? Is it a descendant, or is it a

stranger? Will that person show up next month, on May 26, to mark another birthday?

Not even the people who are overseeing the preservation of those cemeteries have those answers. No one, it seems, has

many answers when it comes to Nannie. The difference between Poe and Nannie: He was well-known. She is unknown.

The identity of her birthday visitor isn’t the only mystery connected to her headstone. So, too, is her identity.

“There are mostly question marks,” says Patrick Tisdale when I ask him about Nannie on a recent evening. He

volunteers with the foundation Mount Zion-Female Union Band Society Historic Memorial Park, which manages the

restoration and preservation of the cemeteries by those names. “We don’t know anything about her beyond what is on

her headstone.”

That headstone, though, offers some clues about the life she might have known.

It reveals that she was alive during a time when many Black people remained enslaved across the country. Her death

came six years before President Abraham Lincoln issued the Emancipation Proclamation.

It also shows that she was connected to someone who had a comfortable level of wealth, Tisdale says. Many grave

markers during that time were made of inexpensive wood, concrete or soft sandstone, he says. Nannie’s headstone was

made from Virginia bluestone. Tisdale describes some of the other people in the cemeteries with bluestone grave

markers as ship builders, businessmen and clergy.

Without a last name listed on her headstone, there is no way to know for sure who Nannie’s parents were or whether

she was free or enslaved at the time of her death. But all the dolls that have been left for her are Black, and the

placement of her headstone makes it probable that she was, too, Tisdale says. It sits on a side of the property that a

group of free Black women obtained before Nannie’s death.

“Black women weren’t allowed to buy property at that time, but as Black women do, they found a way,” says Lisa Fager,

executive director of the Mount Zion-Female Union Band Society Historic Memorial Park. “Nannie, as a young Black

girl, was part of that. She was shown what free Black women could do. If I look at it like that, I think she was loved. ”

Fager has found photos showing that some of the toys that now sit in front of Nannie’s headstone were placed there

more than 11 years ago. She finds it amazing that no person or animal has disturbed or taken them.

“Who is she?” Fager says. “I want to know. It’s important to know our history.”

Since discovering Nannie’s headstone during a walk, Karon Flage has visited it every year or two. Each time she goes,

she takes photos of the toys. She has also let her thoughts wander to the person who brings them.

“Is it an older woman and she’s leaving the toys her grandchildren have outgrown?” Flage asks. “Is it someone who lost

a child and doesn’t have a grave to visit for some reason, so she visits this grave instead?”

Is it someone who wants to remain anonymous? If that’s the case, Flage says, she is fine not knowing any answers.

“Some mysteries you want to know the endings,” she says. “I don’t need to know the ending for this.”

There is a power to Nannie’s story, even with the unknowns, or maybe even more so because of them. She is drawing

people to a historic Black cemetery and making them consider what life in Georgetown might have looked life for a
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Black girl in the 1850s. She is making strangers think about human connection — then and now.

During her visits, Collins has seen the cemetery change from a once-neglected space to a place that volunteers are

actively working to restore.

She also developed an unexpected connection to Nannie’s mystery visitor. An artist who grew up in the D.C. region, she

was inspired by the dolls left at the site. She started working on a painting shortly after that 2016 visit. That eventually

grew into pieces that she completed over the years and recently showed as part of an exhibit in New York.

The series features painted images of the dolls surrounded by concrete. Over time, as the concrete crumbles, the

painting beneath it becomes more visible. It becomes unearthed.

Collins believes that one person has been bringing the cards for Nannie each year based on the similarities between

them. She also suspects that person is elderly. But she stops herself from imagining much more. She doesn’t want to

guess wrong — about Nannie or her mystery visitor.

Last year, Collins worried that the pandemic might keep the visitor from coming. She went to the cemetery shortly

after Nannie’s birthday and found nothing new. She then went again in July, and learned that the coronavirus had

delayed the birthday offering, not stopped it.

A tiny ballerina dangled in front of the headstone. Nearby, she found the laminated card.

“Happy Birthday, Nannie!” it read, before listing the age she would be now: “172.”
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Lovely story.  Whoever is doing it presumably saying, in their own way, that Nannie's life

mattered (and of course it did).   

As far as who it is, these are mostly plausible hypotheses: 

Who leaves those cards and toys? they have wondered. Is it one person, or is it

many? Is it a descendant, or is it a stranger? Will that person show up next month, on

May 26, to mark another birthday?

However, it is almost certainly not a direct descendant.  Girls often began bearing

children quite early in those days, but not, I think, at 7.  It could be a relative -- perhaps a

descendant of a sibling who lived to adulthood.  
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I feel sure that wings started to appear on the painting. Death is only a Dream
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".... some of the toys that now sit in front of Nannie’s headstone were placed there more

than 11 years ago. She finds it amazing that no person or animal has disturbed or taken

them." 

That is surprising. I hope that this article does not "encourage" some mischief at the site.
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A continuing act of love -- for Nannie.  She had a mother and father and an extended

family.  Someone still remembers. 
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My bet is that it is a pasty white guilt middle aged liberal thinking she is earning woke

points. 
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May I be the first to say that your comment is pretty hateful.
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As they say, integrity is who you are when nobody is looking. 

 

No woke points to the anonymous gifter. 

 

I’ll bet it is someone who lost a child or grandchild at that early age... 

 

Or possibly someone with a kind heart.
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The arc of the moral universe is long but it bends toward justice
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Thanks for adding another little dose of ugliness into the world. Just what we needed. 
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I have always thought life went in circles!!!!! 

My late grandmother Nannie who was born May,26 1893 who later married a Collins! She

in 1917,gave birth to my late mom on May the 26th!!!!!!
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